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after his latest meetings with political 
leaders, King Felipe Vi on tuesday 
confirmed that there is no candidate 
with enough support to become the 
next prime minister of Spain. Following 
constitutional law, the monarch will 
announce the dissolution of parliament 
next tuesday, and call new elections for 
late June. 

the austrian parliament on Wednesday 
adopted one of Europe’s toughest 
asylum laws, as the country’s 
political leaders struggle to halt the 
surging far-right which is leading in 
presidential polls. the hotly-disputed 
bill, which passed by 98 to 67, allows 
the government to declare a “state of 
emergency” if the migrant numbers 
suddenly rise and reject most asylum-
seekers directly at the border, including 
from war-torn countries like Syria.
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today, starting 8:30 MEps debate the agreement to return 
migrants and asylum seekers from greece to turkey, which 
turkey and Eu countries agreed on 18 March. the debate 
is to focus on the deal’s legal aspects, implementation and 
democratic control. 

prime Minister alexis tsipras is due to 
speak to European Council president 
donald tusk again today after the latter 
rejected his call on Wednesday for a 
leaders’ summit to discuss greece’s 
bailout talks and with a potential 
agreement between athens and the 
institutions hanging in the balance.

the negotiations over a mechanism for 
identifying and implementing an extra 
2 percent of gross domestic product in 
fiscal measures, on top of the 3 percent 
of gdp already agreed, continued in 
athens on Wednesday and European 
officials insist that hopes of finding a 
compromise so a meeting of eurozone 
finance ministers can be held in the 
coming days should not be ruled out.

Speaking on Wednesday night, 
Eurogroup president Jeroen 
dijsselbloem said that greece and the 
institutions are “getting close to a deal” 
on the contingency measures.

His comment came after alternate 
Finance Minister giorgos Houliarakis 
held talks with the creditors’ 
representatives in athens. there was 
no breakthrough during the meeting, 
which lasted around an hour and a half.

dijsselbloem said there may be a 
meeting of eurozone finance ministers 
next week or the week after and that he 
will use the coming days to work on a 
solution for greece’s debt issue.

after his conversation with tsipras on 
Wednesday, tusk also indicated that 
the greek bailout review could be 
concluded in the days to come.

http://elpais.com/elpais/2016/04/27/inenglish/1461744336_612386.html
http://www.thelocal.at/20160427/austria-considers-rejecting-most-migrants-amid-far-right-surge
http://www.ekathimerini.com/208254/article/ekathimerini/news/tusk-rejects-tsiprass-summit-request-but-dijsselbloem-says-eurogroup-may-be-held-soon
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the Eu and nigeria will discuss a deal to send economic migrants back to 
africa’s most populous country as Europe seeks to replicate a recent pact 
with Turkey that is dramatically curbing migration flows from the Middle 
East. a “readmission agreement” would probably involve migrants from 
nigeria being deported in exchange for Eu economic aid for abuja. it would 
be the bloc’s first major return deal with a sub-Saharan African nation.

nIgerIa and eu To sTarT mIgranT 
reTurn Talks

read more
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the High representative for Foreign affairs and Security policy and the 
European Commission adopted a Joint Communication outlining an 
integrated European union policy for the arctic. the Communication outlines 
proposals for the Eu’s enhanced action and engagement in three priority 
areas: climate change and safeguarding the arctic environment; sustainable 
development; and international cooperation. 

adoPTIon of a new InTegraTed eu 
PolICy for The arCTIC

read more
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prime Minister ahmet davutoglu has said turkey’s draft constitution would 
guarantee secularism. the announcement comes a day after the speaker of 
parliament called for a religious constitution, prompting public uproar. in a 
televised speech on Wednesday, ahmet davutoglu said that turkey’s secular 
and democratic character was “not up for debate.” 

Turkey Pm Pledges seCularIsm In 
drafT ConsTITuTIon

read more

dw.de

the Commission published a report presenting a detailed break-down of 
progress made in the ongoing negotiation of a trade agreement between the 
Eu and the united States, the transatlantic trade and investment partnership 
(ttip). the report shows that negotiators are making good progress in many 
TTIP chapters, while significant strides remain to be made in some areas in 
order to have the main elements of a deal finished this year.

CommIssIon PublIshes rePorT on 
sTaTe of Play of TTIP negoTIaTIons

read more

The chancellor’s office has named Bruno Kahl as the new head of Germany’s 
foreign intelligence service. the current bnd president gerhard Schindler is 
being unexpectedly sent into early retirement.

germany announCes new head of 
bnd foreIgn InTellIgenCe servICe

read more
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http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/c082e124-0c77-11e6-b0f1-61f222853ff3.html#axzz474dKZzL8
http://europa.eu/rapid/midday-express.htm
http://www.dw.com/en/turkey-pm-pledges-secularism-in-draft-constitution/a-19217454
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2016/april/tradoc_154477.pdf
http://europa.eu/rapid/midday-express.htm
http://www.dw.com/en/germany-announces-new-head-of-bnd-foreign-intelligence-service/a-19217342
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euroPean ParlIamenT
• 8:30 the plenary session continues in brussels. on the agenda: Legal aspects, democratic 
control and implementation of the Eu-turkey agreement - Council and Commission statements. 
joint debate - railway Package: Eu agency for railways (recommendation by  roberts Zile, 
ECr),  interoperability of the rail system within the European union (recommendation by  
Izaskun bilbao barandica, aLdE), railway safety (recommendation by  michael Cramer, greens/
EFa). 11:30 voTes followed by explanations of votes: Eu-georgia Common aviation area 
agreement (recommendation by  francisco assis, S&d),  Eu-israel Euro-Mediterranean aviation 
agreement (accession of Croatia) (recommendation by  francisco assis, S&d), Convention on 
mutual assistance and cooperation between customs administrations (accession of Croatia) 
(report by  liisa jaakonsaari, S&D), Request for the waiver of the immunity of Bolesław G. Piecha 
(report by  gilles lebreton, EnF),  Motions for resolutions - Safeguarding the best interest of the 
child across the Eu on the basis of petitions addressed to the European parliament,  request for 
consultation of the European Economic and Social Committee on the setting up of a European 
pillar of social rights, Eu agency for railways (recommendation for second reading by  roberts 
Zile, ECr),  interoperability of the rail system within the European union (recommendation for 
second reading by  Izaskun bilbao barandica, aLdE), railway safety (recommendation for second 
reading by  michael Cramer, Greens/EFA), Indices used as benchmarks in financial instruments 
and financial contracts (report by Cora van nieuwenhuizen, aLdE), discharge 2014: Eu general 
budget - European Commission and Executive agencies (report by  martina dlabajová, aLdE),  
discharge 2014: Court of auditors’ special reports in the context of the 2014 Commission 
discharge (report by  martina dlabajová, aLdE), discharge 2014: 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th EdFs 
(report by  Claudia schmidt, Epp), discharge 2014: Eu general budget - European parliament 
(report by  markus Pieper, Epp),  discharge 2014: Eu general budget - European Council and 
Council (report by  ryszard Czarnecki, ECr), discharge 2014: Eu general budget - Court of Justice 
(report by  anders Primdahl vistisen, ECr), discharge 2014: Eu general budget - European Court 
of auditors (report by  ryszard Czarnecki, ECr), discharge 2014: Eu general budget - European 
Economic and Social Committee (report by  anders Primdahl vistisen, ECr), discharge 2014: 
Eu general budget - Committee of the regions (report by  monica macovei, ECr), discharge 
2014: Eu general budget - European External action Service (report by  ryszard Czarnecki, ECr), 
discharge 2014: Eu general budget - European ombudsman (report by  ryszard Czarnecki, ECr), 
discharge 2014: Eu general budget - European data protection Supervisor (report by  monica 
macovei, ECR), Discharge 2014: Performance, financial management and control of EU agencies 
(report by  derek vaughan, S&d),  discharge 2014: agency for Cooperation of Energy regulators 
(aCEr) (report by  derek vaughan, S&D), Discharge 2014: Office of the Body of European 
Regulators for Electronic Communications (BEREC Office) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), 
discharge 2014: translation Centre for the bodies of the European union (Cdt) (report by  derek 
vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European Centre for the development of Vocational training 
(Cedefop) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European police College (CEpoL) 
(report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European aviation Safety agency (EaSa) 
(report by  derek vaughan, S&D), Discharge 2014: European Asylum Support Office (EASO) 
(report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European banking authority (Eba) (report 
by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European Centre for disease prevention and Control 
(ECdC) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European Chemicals agency (ECHa) 
(report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European Environment agency (EEa) (report 
by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European Fisheries Control agency (EFCa) (report 
by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European Food Safety authority (EFSa) (report by  
derek vaughan, S&d),discharge 2014: European institute for gender Equality (EigE) (report by  
derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European insurance and occupational pensions authority 
(Eiopa) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European institute of innovation and 
technology (Eit) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European Medicines agency 
(EMa) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European Monitoring Centre for drugs 
and drug addiction (EMCdda) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European 
Maritime Safety agency (EMSa) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European 
union agency for network and information Security (EniSa) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), 
discharge 2014: European railway agency (Era) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 
2014: European Securities and Markets authority (ESMa) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), 
discharge 2014: European training Foundation (EtF) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 
2014: European agency for the operational management of large-scale it systems in the area 
of freedom, security and justice (Eu-LiSa) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: 
European agency for Safety and Health at Work (Eu-oSHa) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), 
discharge 2014: Euratom Supply agency (ESa) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 
2014: European Foundation for the improvement of Living and Working Conditions (Eurofound) 
(report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: the European union’s Judicial Cooperation 

unit (Eurojust) (report by  derek vaughan, 
S&D), Discharge 2014: European Police Office 
(Europol) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), 
discharge 2014: European union agency for 
Fundamental rights (Fra) (report by  derek 
vaughan, S&d), discharge 2014: European 
agency for the Management of operational 
Cooperation at the External borders of 
the Member States of the European union 
(Frontex) (report by  derek vaughan, S&d), 
discharge 2014: European gnSS agency (gSa) 
(report by  derek vaughan, S&d), discharge 
2014: artEMiS Joint undertaking (report by  
marian-jean marinescu, Epp),  discharge 
2014: Clean Sky Joint undertaking (report by  
marian-jean marinescu, Epp), discharge 2014: 
ECSEL Joint undertaking (report by  marian-
jean marinescu, Epp), discharge 2014: EniaC 
Joint undertaking (report by  marian-jean 
marinescu, Epp), discharge 2014: Fuel Cells 
and Hydrogen Joint undertaking (report by  
marian-jean marinescu, Epp),  discharge 
2014: innovative Medicines initiative 2 Joint 
undertaking (iMi) (report by  marian-jean 
marinescu, Epp), discharge 2014: Joint 
undertaking for itEr and the development 
of Fusion Energy (report by  marian-jean 
marinescu, Epp), attacks on hospitals 
and schools as violations of international 
humanitarian law - oral question, European 
investment bank annual report 2014 
(report by  georgi Pirinski, S&d), attacks 
on hospitals and schools as violations of 
international humanitarian law, public access 
to documents for the years 2014-2015 (report 
by  laura ferrara, EFdd),protecting the best 
interest of the child (across borders) in Europe 
- oral questions. Short presentations of the 
following reports: Women domestic workers 
and carers in the Eu (report by  kostadinka 
kuneva, guE/ngL), gender equality and 
empowering women in the digital age (report  
Terry reintke, greens/EFa).
• 14:00 Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice 
and Home affairs (Jan - 4Q1).
• 15:00 Committee of inquiry into Emission 
Measurements in the automotive Sector (pHS 
- 3C050).

29. 4. 
CelebraTIng 
bIrThdays
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